AUTONOMOUS YIELD & LIQUIDITY GENERATION PROTOCOL

WHAT IS
SAFEORBIT?
SAFEORBIT is an autonomous Yield &
Liquidity Generation Protocol based
on Binance Smart Chain.
With this model, every single PANCAKESWAP
transaction comes with a 10% tax. 3% of the
tax gets distributed directly to SAFEORBIT
holders without gas fee while the remaining
7% are automatically added to liquidity.
You earn just by holding SAFEORBIT in your
wallet while the total supply decreases
over time!

SAFEORBIT MISSION STATEMENT
A very common problem in the DEFI space is that
in order to augment liquidity for a coin, you
need to stake your coins or provide liquidity
in LP pools in order to achieve high APY returns.
The problem with this is that in order to provide liquidity
you need to double your financial contribution to the pool
and in addition put yourself at risk to impermanent loss.
SafeOrbit has come up with a solution to the problem where
you only need to cold stake (hold) your coins in your
wallet. This eliminates the fees for staking and un-staking
as well as claiming your rewards.

HOW SAFEORBIT WORKS?
The SAFEORBIT protocol functions from static
rewards to holders through static reflection.
This allows constant gains and growth of your
token balance.
Buys and sells of SAFEORBIT generate autonomous yield
rewards. What this does is reduce the sell pressure by
allowing holders to increase their holdings directly from
each transaction. The reflect mechanism encourages holders
to HODL onto their tokens to garner higher rewards which
are based upon a percentages carried out and dependent
upon the total tokens held by the owner. This allows a
permanently increasing price floor while earning
additional SAFEORBIT tokens.

TOKEN ECONOMICS

TOTAL SUPPLY

BURNED TOKENS

1,000,000,000,000,000

474,509,042,679,398
(47.45% OF TOTAL SUPPLY)

CIRCULATING SUPPLY

LIQUIDITY LOCKED

525,490,957,320,602

FOR 6 MONTHS ON
PANCAKESWAP

Why only 6-months? With the increasing change in protocols on
PANCAKESWAP, the team felt it made sense to lock it for 6 months
and have the option to switch protocols in case of exchange
upgrades or moving to different platforms.
After the 6 months, the community will decide whether we lock the
Liquidity back up or move it. With the latest upgrade on
PANCAKESWAP to version two, this proved to be a winning strategy.
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SAFEORBIT is an auto-staking smart contract. Every time someone buys or sells, there is a 10%
fee. 7% of that fee goes to Liquidity and 3% goes to all the holders. The more you hold, the
larger your amount. This structure is designed to pay the holder endless yields as long as they
stay holding and to provide stable and consistent gains on the long term.

AUTO LIQUIDITY GENERATION
The mechanism in the contract to provide automatic liquidity
to the BNB/SAFEORBIT pool is what makes everything work.
This is key to the long-term success of the project. 7% of every
buy and sell of the token is added to the LP pool creating a
frictionless and consistent token. This also controls the price
by recycling every buy or sell back to the pool. Unlike other
projects where a percentage of the fees goes to the dev team,
in SAFEORBIT the community of holders and the LP receive 100%
of the fees.

PASSIVE YIELD GENERATION
Holders of SAFEORBIT earn 3% passive yield
generated through sellers.
Trough reflection every transfer will incur a fee, which is
automatically and instantly distributed amongst all token
holders. You just need to hold SAFEORBIT in your wallet in
order to receive a 3% passive yield of every transaction of
any seller or buyer. Additionally, the smart contract can
block PANCAKESWAP from earning yield. This ensures that 100%
of the collected fees go straight back to the holders.

DEFLATIONARY
SAFEORBIT will do strategical burn to reduce the overall
supply of the token.
The amount of all burns will be completely transparent to
the community and posted on our page and social media
platforms so it can easily be tracked. The purpose of the
burn is to reward those holding long term while additionally
modifying the price to a less volatile state.

SPECIAL NFT
INTEGRATION
SAFEORBIT uses NFT technology
to increase the value and
promote holding of its tokens.
The SAFEORBIT NFTs can be safely stored
and easily transmitted without the worry
of copy or duplication of the item.
SAFEORBIT has already started to create
a specially designed NFT collection for
the project. The first NFTs are ready to
be deployed to the community.

ROAD MAP
JANUARY MARCH 2021

Concept and creation of the
SAFEORBIT Protocol [DONE]

APRIL 2021

SAFEORBIT Launch [DONE]
Launch of the Smartcontract [DONE]
PANCAKESWAP Liquidity Pool Creation
and Lock of Liquidity [DONE]
Updated information on BSCSCAN [DONE]
Listing on COINMARKETCAP [DONE]
Listing on BLOCKFOLIO [DONE]

MAY 2021

Listing on COINGECKO [DONE]
Redesign of Website

JUNE 2021

CEX Listing [DONE]

JULY AUGUST
2021

Audit

[DONE]

Introduction of NFTs for holders of
SAFEORBIT
SAFEORBIT NFT Marketplace

SEPTEMBER
- OCTOBER
2021

Additional CEX/DEX Listing
Charitable Fundraisers
Implementation and expansion of SAFEORBIT
to the Matic (Polygon) Network
Continue burn of tokens

NOVEMBER
- DICEMBER
2021

Community Governance
Addition of SAFEORBIT to Avalanche
Network
TO THE MOON!
More updates to come...

S A F E O R B I T

C O M M U N I T Y

The SAFEORBIT endeavor is a community driven token.
All changes to the fee distribution are decidet by
the community trough voting. The team will hold votes
on all financial decisions revolving the project.
ALL ONBOARD, WE GO TO THE ORBIT TOGETHER!
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